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Introduction

This report is written at the request of Katrine Exploration and Development Inc. 

to fulfill the assessment work requirements for the Row Lake property. This report summarizes 

the geophysical survey conducted in September 1999 on un-patented mining claims numbered 

1221775 and 1227233. 

Summary

The Row- Katrine Property in Katrine Township consists of 6 un-patented claims totaling 

15 units. The Larder Lake Station road borders the Western side of the property while Row Lake 

borders to the East. The recorded holder of this property is: Katrine Exploration and 

Development Inc. Box 385 125 Thompson Blvd. Larder Lake, On POK 1LO.

Exploration discussed in this report involves 6.4 kilometers of magnetic and magnetic 

gradient surveys. Total cost of this program was S 1,434 , including this report.

Location and access

The Row Lake Property, is located 400m South of Ben Nevis Township, claim 1221775 

adjoins Row Lake on the East and claim 1217832 adjoins the Larder Lake Station road on the 

West with claim 1217831 in the middle. Map references include: NTS map 32 D/4 and OBM 

map # 20 17 5900 53400. The property is located in the District of Timiskaming, Larder Lake 

Mining Division, Katrine Township.

Access to the property is achieved by traveling East from the Town of Larder Lake along 

highway #66, to the Larder Lake Station road. From Highway #66 any vehicle can travel North 

about 11 miles. Just beyond a gravel pit on the left, is the Southern border of claim 1217832. A

bush road on the right leads into claim 1217832.
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Topography and vegetation

The Row- Katrine property is made up of a wide variety of topographic features. The 

eastern border and northern portion of the property is covered by low swampy ground with few 

outcrops. While the rest of the property lies within a series of ridges ranging in elevation 326m 

to 384 m.

The area is heavily wooded with a large jack pine stand, spruce, tamarack and birch are 

spread throughout the property. 

Description of recent work

In September of 1999 detailed geophysical surveys were conducted over claims 

numbered 1221775 and 1227233. The surveys were conducted over a new grid that was cut 

during August and September of 1999. The Baseline was started using a common station from 

the 1998 grid as a starting point. It was started at Line 0+800E with the new "East Baseline" 

being cut north 400m and south 400m for a total of 800m. Lines were cut at 100m intervals with 

stations established every 25m along the lines. The total length of grid cut was 6.4 kilometers. 

The results of the surveys were plotted on maps at l :2000 scale. 

Magnetometer and Magnetic Gradient Surveys: 

Purpose

The purpose of this magnetometer survey was to conduct an initial sweep of an area that 

has not previously been explored. Much of the Row-Katrine East grid was found to be covered 

by a tag alder swamp with the eastern edge being Row Lake. Also observed in geoscience report 

132, was a major North South fault in Ben Nevis township (on which the Canagau Mine sits) 

that seems to end on the township line. This fault, projected southward, would cut the Row 

Katrine group between Station Road and Row Lake. It was hope that the magnetometer survey 

would indicate the area at which this fault crossed the property.
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Scope

The grid used was established during the summer 1999 field season. It consisted of 6.4 

km of line and 250 stations, at a spacing of 25m. 

Instrumentation and Method

The instrument used was a Scintrex EnviMag Magnetometer. This proton-precession 

magnetometer not only measures the total field, in gammas, but also measures the vertical 

gradient.

Almost everything on the earth has some form of magnetization. It can be either 

measured as a positive magnetization or negative magnetization. This can be carried over to the 

properties of rocks and other buried objects. The magnetometer measures the distortions in the 

natural earth magnetic field caused by these subsurface bodies.

To take into account the diurnal shift that occurs during the span of a day, various "base 

stations" were used. This was done by repeating the LON 8+OOE reading at the beginning, 

middle and end of the survey. This indicated a magnetic drift of 20.4 gammas over the day of 

the survey.

Using the base station readings the data was corrected for drift and was contoured at a 20 

gamma interval with a commercial software package. This contouring was then imported into 

AutoCAD, where it was superimposed over the base map. Gradient readings do not require 

shifting since the measurement reflects the magnetic difference between to vertical sensors 

spaced 0.5m apart. The gradient values were also contoured and imported into AutoCAD. 

Interpretation of Results 

Anomaly A

This anomaly appears at line 100N station 1125E. This area is covered by a low tag 

alder swamp with no outcrop exposure. This anomaly appears as a circular magnetic high (90
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gammas above average) which shadows north westerly in direction. This shadow ends in a 

magnetic low peaking at negative 63 gammas at line 300N station 800E. The circular magnetic 

depression is also marked by a circular magnetic gradient increase, however the shadow zone 

has no gradient signature. The resulting magnetic low located at SOON 800E is also marked by a 

slight increase in gradient. This entire structure is located under a swamp therefore the anomaly 

source cannot yet be determined. 

Anomaly B

Anomaly B can is another magnetic high with a gradient spike, located on line -400N 

station 1200E. This magnitude of 113 is semicircular and extends southward from the property. 

This area again is marked by a low lying swamp therefore masking the source of the anomaly. 

Anomaly C

This anomaly is a pure gradient anomaly. This appears to be somewhat of a linear 

structure crossing each line, in the vicinity of 1100E, marked by either a gradient high or low. In 

the field this appeared to be a low area between outcrop or the location where more of a swamp 

could be found. This indicates that it most likely is a north south fault quite possibly the fault 

extension Mr. LaRocque was looking for. Both anomaly A and B contact this theorized fault but 

neither crosses it which may indicate the truncation or emplacement due to faulting. 

Conclusions and Recommendations

The Row-Katrine East group offers three interesting targets. The first, anomaly A, 

should be further examined with an IP survey to determine whether the anomaly represents a 

higher amount of mineralization due to alteration or represents a later ultramafic intrusion. Due 

to the swampy area with no outcrop exposure follow up diamond drilling is also merited.

Anomaly B also exhibits a similar signature to A. Since this anomaly bounds the 

southern portion of the package another multi-unit claim should be staked to encompass the
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area, followed by another magnetometer survey to determine its extent. 

This report was prepared by and the survey conducted by: C. Jason Ploeger, Bsc geophysics

September 17, 1999
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Survey Data

The work was carried out as follows: 

Field:

Magnetometer Survey September 15 1999 

Magnetic Gradient Survey September 15 1999 

Office:

Plotting, report September 16-17 1999 

Persons who carried out the work:

Survey:

J. Ploeger Larder Lake, On

D. LaRocque (assistant) Larder Lake, On

Plotting and Report:

J. Ploeger Larder Lake, On 

Summary of Information:

Magnetometer Survey: 6.4 Km

Magnetic Gradient Survey: 6.4 Km
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Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date:2001-SEP-19

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

DAVID GEORGE LAROCQUE
KATRINE EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT INC
BOX 385, 125 THOMPSON BLVD.
LARDER LAKE, ONTARIO
POK1LO CANADA

Ontario
GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E 6B5

Tel: (888)415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam

Submission Number: 2.21828 
Transaction Number(s): W0180.30499

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact JIM MCAULEY by email at 
james.mcauley@ndm.gov.on.ea or by phone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron Gashinski
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office

Gc: Resident Geologist

Katrine Exploration And Development Inc 
(Claim Holder)

Assessment File Library

Katrine Exploration And Development Inc 
(Assessment Office)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:16398
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